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About This Content

A package of goods for those who wish to go the extra mile to support the developers of MORDHAU.

Includes:

MORDHAU Soundtrack

Medallion (in-game wearable cosmetic)

Mercenary in-game banner

MORDHAU Soundtrack:

Composed by Viktor Alexander, Lukas Gorris and Paul Keilhau. Total length is 76 minutes and 51 seconds.

 01 - Main Theme (10:40)

 02 - Taiga (08:03)

 03 - Feitoria (08:16)
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 04 - Contraband (08:25)

 05 - Tourney (08:06)

 06 - Camp (08:06)

 07 - Mountain Peak (08:06)

 08 - The Pit (08:11)

 09 - Grad (08:58)

NOTE: If you would like to purchase just the soundtrack directly from the composers, you can do that on Bandcamp.

You'll find the medallion in the shoulder slot when customizing your character. The mercenary banner will appear in
the player menu, where the other banners are.
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Title: MORDHAU - Supporter Pack
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Triternion
Release Date: 29 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64 Bit, Windows 8 64 Bit, Windows 10 64 Bit

Processor: Intel Core i5 - 4670 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 680 or AMD equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 20 GB available space

Sound Card: Required

Additional Notes: Your computer must be able to play mp3 files

English
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mordhau supporter pack. mordhau supporter pack medallion. mordhau supporter pack items. mordhau supporter pack dlc.
mordhau supporter pack contents. mordhau supporter pack not working. mordhau supporter pack worth it

It's a supporter pack. You don't buy it because of what you get. You buy it because you think the developers deserve more
money than they're charging.. I just purchase the DLC. Somehow it appears that the recent 10k gold compensation overlap the
file which I should receive for this chain (I got this compensation message again after I install the DLC). It's true that I want to
support the devs but its sad that I couldn't get the cosmatic right away. I hope this issue can be solved.. Team just sent out an
update, and everyone should receive their items, I just received mine. Thanks!. For how small of a team the company has, the
price of the game, and the replayability... 10\/10 no brainer to add to the library.. Look man I don't care about the items I just
want to support the gods who made this game.. You just bought an always online game with an incredible fighting system,
thrilling large scale battles, fair cosmetics, and no microtransactions for half the price of AAA games where the opposite is
often true.. UPDATE: They patched it so now you should get your stuff from this pack!

Right now, you dont get any of the items, but the knowledge that Im supporting the devs of such a great game after their swift
progress fixing issues with the game, its nice.. The bug preventing delivery of the items has been fixed.
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Great looking items and great to support the devs more. But could we PLEASE get a version of the medallion that occupies the
neck slot rather than the shoulder slot? I want to wear it with different pauldrens. Here,s the thing, AAA studios are pushing
"recurrent user spending" and leave the actual players wishing for more content they did not have to pay for using real money. I
was expecting similar "recurrent user spending" tactics with this game. I ended up buying it on a whim while it was on sale,
Everything was better than I could have hoped for. The game play is on point. Its battle field midevil times without any micro
transactions.

I am a huge souls fan, the combat is excellent and will keep me pushing to master the brutality of the fighting system.
The game modes are great, midevil conquest which is called frontlines, is my favorite.

Overall this game has something to off for everyone. I bought the supporter pack to show that I appreciate the work they put
into this game.

$30 for this game will be the best 30 you've probably spent on a game in a long time.. This pack obviously does not provide $12
USD worth of content. Consumers are buying it to help the developers. Decent games deserve decent support.. I bought this
because:

1. All three armor classes are immediately available. The earliest versions aren't the coolest looking, but you can get the armor
setup you want immediately. And every weapon can be bought for a comparative pittance of gold. And speaking of gold ...
2. None of the in-game items require or can even be optionally bought with real money. Everything can only be bought with
gold, which you earn from fighting; and AFAIK, gold earned is based off your performance, not your team's, so you're not
penalized for idiocy.
3. The gold cost of items is very reasonable, meaning you don't have to grind for ages to get that sweet helmet you want.
A few of the fanciest things, like the full gothic plate armor, do require you to have reached a high level, so that'll take
a bit more time, but looking like a boss ought to require you to have spent time learning the game. So if you see
someone who looks super fancy coming at you on the field, odds are good that they fight as well as they look.

So yeah. I bought this because the devs knocked this one out of the park, and I wanted to support them for doing a
great job.. This amazing game is developed by a team of 10 people only and it's much more fun than many AAA titles.
Support them if you can, it's a good investment and they deserve it.. I just want to support the creators. Happy to
support the devs and get the items that come with it. Only complaint is that the necklace you get with it is only the
shoulder slot. Why can't we also have an option for it in the neck slot as well?. Don't buy this for the cosmetics, buy it
because you care about the devs. Didn't get the listed items but I'm sure I will eventually.

EDIT: ...And I did get the items!
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